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Renowned Breath Work Researcher and Facilitator Michael Brian Baker and his Breath 

Center Team are currently leading mass transformational gatherings at Yoga/Music Festivals, 
Conferences and Corporate Functions that blend the early works of Werner Erhard’s EST and 

Landmark Forum Trainings with the nearly extinct, yet critical” Rite of Passage” and South 
American Medicine Ceremonies. 

 
Combining Gene Keyes, Human Design, Yogic Pranayama and Quero Shamanism, these 

events are truly a unique and potent offering. These gatherings create newfound clarity for 
individuals who are looking to up level their productivity, dissolve procrastination, develop 

accelerated emotional intelligence and provide lifelong tools for managing stress reduction, 
anger, depression, and chemical dependency. Events are open to individuals of all levels 

and belief systems, no experience is required. 
 

The Breath Center is a highly visible, transformational organization dedicated to the 
increased conscious productivity of top-level professionals through facilitation, education, 
and practice of respiratory therapies sometimes referred to as “Breath Work”. Utilized by 

some of the world’s most successful and innovation industry leaders in many different 
cultures and wisdom traditions, it is now a mainstream practice for the up leveling of 

intelligence, healing and awareness. 
 

Michael Brian Baker is a featured facilitator and keynote speaker in the transformational, 
sustainability and spiritual/oral tradition communities. 

 

 
 

310 592 7210  !  info@thebreathcenter.com 



 
 

 
Press Kit Video: https://vimeo.com/117689396	  
Retreats: https://vimeo.com/136263211	  
https://www.facebook.com/TheBreathCenter 
https://twitter.com/thebreathcenter 
https://www.instagram.com/thebreathcenter 
http://www.theyogablog.com/michael-brian-baker-breath-light-darshan-bhav-
bhakti-shakti-fest-bhaktiyoga-int2/ 



 
 

Some might say… 
 

“This is high level, yet simple, electro-biological technology, when 
something as simple as breath can offer one access to a different level 

on consciousness. All done in service to teach this to the workers, the soul 
workers, so that we remember all of this exists, because, it does… high 

level mystical technology with Michael Brian Baker… thank you, you do it 
well!” – Dr. Deb 

 
“The most transformative experience of my life. I went in open to 

receive, not knowing what to expect. I felt my spirit released from my 
body, forgiveness, and gratefulness. I cried tears of joy and felt the 

oneness of all.” – Liz C. 
 

It is deeply inspiring for me and I feel that my experiences with it expand 
my connection to my inner truth and have somehow made me find 

more strength & determination to live in service to myself, community, 
and the divine.” – Frank M. 

 
It was beyond transformative and brought me back to a place of 

strength and health. I have been on a long journey recovering from 
trauma both past and now very recent in my life. This work has helped 

immensely and has reminded me that I hold the key to recovery through 
my own breath and vital life force.” - Margot 
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